BioPLAY Games List
BioPLAY games have different challenge levels and control types for all kinds of users.
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Single Games
Price: $49.95 each

Balloons

2

Use your mouse to aim your darts to pop all balloons.
 Bio1- Shoots a Dart.
 Bio2- POINT BONUS
 Bio3- Increase for more Dart Power.
In this game you use darts to shoot balloons. You need to
calculate the trajectory of the darts in order to destroy as
many balloons as possible. You will gain bonus points if
you destroy all the balloons with darts left. Use the mouse
the control the direction of the darts. The arrow will show
the force used to shoot the darts.
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Bubble Bug

3

Capture bugs inside your bubble. Catch a minimum
number of bugs to pass the level.
 Bio1- Blows a bubble. Bubble will pop if In1 turns
off.
 Bio2- Doubles your points for a bug capture.
 Bio3- Control the size of your bubbles. Better
training equals bigger bubbles.
In this game you need to catch the bugs with bubbles.
Place your mouse near the bug as it approaches while the
bubble inflates to catch the bugs.
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Crazy Taxi

/

Fission Balls

1

Press left and right arrow keys to steer. Drive fast to beat
the timer to your next flag.
 Bio1- Makes your car jump.
 Bio2- Earn 5 more seconds.
 Bio3- Car speed, from stopped to full speed.
Drive the taxi using the maximum possible speed. Press
the left and right arrow keys to dodge other cars. This
game can be played hands-free.

Ghost Man Advanced

2

2

Shoot the balls to split them and win points. Keep at
least one ball in the air at all times. The left and right
arrow keys move your ship. Capture symbol balls for
special powers.
 Bio1- Shoots bullets.
 Bio2- Triples your splitting power.
 Bio3- Controls your bullet speed.
In this game there will be a ball falling from the top of the
screen. You need to shoot it and then it will split. Shoot
the split balls again so that they split further. You need to
shoot the balls repeatedly so that there is at least one ball
in the screen. Occasionally asteroids will appear from the
top. You need to move the ship away from the asteroids,
otherwise you cannot move for 1 second. Use the left and
right arrow keys to move the ship.

Gold Fishing

1

Use your arrow keys to eat all the dots without letting
the ghosts touch you.
 Bio1- Lets you move
 Bio2- Slow down the ghosts
 Bio3- Control the speed of your Ghost Man. Better
training equals faster Ghost man.

Hook the gold pieces to earn the point goal and reach
the next level.
 Bio1- Drops your mining hook.
 Bio2- Gold points are doubled (counts the
moment you hook).
 Bio3- Control the speed of your hook return.

In this game you move Ghost Man to eat all the foods in
the maze. There will be a ghost chasing you and you
should get away from it! There are also special power
foods scattered throughout the maze and after you've
eaten such foods, you will become invincible for a while
and be able to eat the ghosts as well. The number of
ghosts chasing you will increase as the game progresses.

In this game there are pieces of gold and stone and you
need to use the hook to catch them. The hook will swing
and shoot out. If the hook hits a piece of gold or stone,
you can take back the hook and collect the trophy. Each
level has a certain target that must be met. If you cannot
gain the target money within the time limit, then you lose
the game.
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Protect Mission

3

Use your arrow keys to advance on the field. Protect your
medic wagon from all bullets.
 Bio1- Your tank shoots.
 Bio2- Turn on laser beam crosshair.
 Bio3- The speed of your enemy’s bullet.
In this game you need to control a tank to protect a medic
truck from the attack of enemies. Control the tank using
the arrow keys. You must shoot down the enemy tanks
and the bullets of the enemies, otherwise the medic truck
will be destroyed. Be careful when you fire, because you
might destroy the medic truck yourself!

Space Invaders

2

Use your right and left arrow keys to dodge the invaders.
You must shoot all of them before there is a landing.
 Bio1- Your ship shoots bullets.
 Bio2- Your ship shoots special weapons.
 Bio3- Control the speed of your shots. Better
training equals faster shooting.
This is a remake of the classic space invaders game. In
this game you control a space ship to destroy a team of
space invaders. The invaders will shoot you back in return
and will approach closer and closer. There are special
enemies, once destroyed they will give you some very
nice weapons.
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Slingshot Challenge

3

Aim at the can with your mouse to keep it in the air.
 Bio1- Shoot rocks.
 Bio2- Hit the can harder.
 Bio3- Is the falling speed of the can.
In this game you need to use a slingshot to shoot a can
and keep it in the air. You lose the game when the can
hits the ground. If you want to earn extra bonus, you can
shoot the can so that it hits the wall or it hits the ceiling.

Space Shoot

1

Use your right and left arrow keys to dodge the invaders.
You must shoot all of them before there is a landing.
 Bio1- Shoots bullets.
 Bio2- Doubles your bullets.
 Bio3- Control your enemy’s ship speed.
This is a simple shooting game. In this game you shoot
the enemies and destroy them. Some of the enemies
cannot be destroyed and you can only get away from
them. The number of enemies will increase over time,
making the game more and more difficult.
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The Hare and the Tortoise

1

Guide the tortoise with your mouse to beat the rabbit to
eat the flower.
 Bio1- Grows a new flower.
 Bio2- The Hare delays a half second to respond.
 Bio3- Hare Speed.
In this game you will control the tortoise and you will need
to move it to the flower before the hare does. At first the
hare will be asleep and it will move slower, but when you
beat it a couple of times it will wake up faster and move
faster, making the game more and more difficult.

Wizard Balls

/

2

Your magic rays will destroy the balls. Don't let them hit
you.
 Bio1- Shoots a Dart.
 Bio2- POINT BONUS if Bio2 is lit up when the ball
is hit.
 Bio3- Controls the speed of your shot. Better
training equals a faster shot.
In this game you need to control a wizard to cast magic
spells and destroy bouncing balls. You can hit the ball with
either the magic star directly or with the tail of the star
indirectly, if you can hit the ball directly, you will get extra
bonus points. When you hit a ball, it will split into two
smaller balls until it can no longer split. Use the arrow
keys to move the wizard.

Game Bundles
Basic Game 5-Pack

High-Skill 5-Pack

Price: $199.75

Price: $199.75

Games beginning players can use that are still challenging
for older clients. Add any single game(s) for the same pergame discount.
Gold Fishing
Crazy Taxi
The Hare and the Tortoise
Space Invaders
Wizard Balls

Games that will challenge even the more sophisticated
players. Add any single game(s) for the same per-game
discount.
Ghost Man Advanced
Balloons
Slingshot Challenge
Bubble Bug
Protect Mission

Basic and High-Skill Combo 10-Pack

All Games 12-Pack

Price: $375

Price: $449.50

Basic and High-Skill packs combined for even greater
savings. Add any single game(s) for the same per-game
discount.

All 12 games for the most variety and fun for everyone.
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